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Abstract

The Stela of Qeft (Qeft R. N169, TT33) perhaps was erected at Dendera, and it moved to the storehouse museum of Qeft from chest number 6 in (TT33) at AL-Assassif, west bank of Thebes (Modern Luxor). It probably dedicated to Hor-Behdity and Hathor in a religious occasion at Dendra or elsewhere. The stela has a rectangular round top and divided into three registers with sacred symbols, scenes and empty cartouches in the first and second parts with no texts. Giving a date and determining the era to this stela will depend basically on the artistic styles and studying the empty cartouches after the general description of the stela and its components.
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1. Introduction

This stela perhaps originally was erected at Dendera with no certain possible evidence. Currently, it is kept in Qeft's storehouse museum under number 169. Dedication: Being found in a place near Dendera, it is strongly suggested that this stela was one of many stelae dedicated to Hor-Behdity and Hathor in the festival or feast of their sacred marriage (a) [1]. Source: It is also preserved under number (217) and is placed in a box labeled Qena Inspection of Antiquities, chest number 6 from the 33rd storehouse at AL-Assassif (TT33), west bank of Luxor, with no date.

1.1. Description of the stela

It is a rectangular round topped (b) stela that is made of sandstone. It, also, has a lost part. It is 45 cm height and 33.5 cm width. It is divided into three registers; the first and the second are occupied with sunk-relief decorations and scenes, but the third one is empty. It is a well-executed and attractive stela; the craftsmanship is good but, unfortunately unfinished. It is in a good condition; the surface is carefully cut, prepared and smooth. There are only few scratches and chippings on the edges. The design is well-conceived and executed. Additionally, no hieroglyphs texts are carved or inscribed on this stela. The upper register is ornamented with the winged sun-disk and two suspending cobras. On the second register, there is a scene that shows a king offering sht-sign or the “field-offering” to the god Horus and the goddess Isis. There are also two empty cartouches in a
vertical position ¦ and the name of Horus in front of the king’s face as the only and unique hieroglyph sign $\text{Horus}$. These empty cartouches and the name of Horus refer to the ruler king(c) [3].

1.2. Detailed description of the decorations and scenes

The detailed study of the stela proved that it is carved on one-face and is divided into three unequal-spaced parts, fig (1-a, b, c), as follows:

---

Figure (1-a, b, c) Shows the stela of Qeft

1.2.1. The upper part

This part, fig. (2-a) occupies the same round-topped space of the stela. Here is a decoration of the so-called $\text{Hor-Behdety}$, “The winged-disk“ $\text{Hd}$, representing the victory of Hor-Behdety over his enemies (See comment no. 1), fig. (2-b). From the central part of this decoration (the sun-disk itself), $\text{Hd}$, two symbols are hanging down or suspending: $\text{Hd}$. They are, also, written $\text{Hd}$, $\text{Hd}$; $\text{Hd}$; $\text{Hd}$; $\text{Hd}$; $\text{Hd}$. All of these signs could be read $\text{Nswt-bity} “\text{king of Upper and Lower Egypt}“$ [6]. The first symbol (on the right side) is a serpent wearing the white crown of Upper Egypt (South) $\text{Hd}$, $\text{Smw}$, $\text{Wrr}$ [7]. It is the sacred symbol of the goddess Nekhbet, mistress of Nekheb (El-Kap) [8]. The second (on the left side) is a serpent wearing the red crown of Lower Egypt (North) $\text{Dsr}$, $\text{Mh}$, $\text{Nt}$ [7]. It is the sacred symbol of the goddess Wadjet, mistress of Buto (Tall Al-Faraean) [9]. Below there is a two lines-frieze to separate this part from the next one.

---

Figure (2) Shows a. the first upper part of the stela shows the decoration of the winged disk, b. decoration of the winged sun-disk, symbol of Hor-Behdity’s victory over his enemies. Sauneron, Esna II, P.5.

1.2.2. The middle part

The scene of this part, fig. (3-a) begins from left to right as follows: 1-

A king is (unknown) because his cartouches are empty. He wears the white
crown, the royal beard and the royal skirt (kilt, apron) Ω sndyt, śndyt (g) [7]. The royal personality raises his arms with hands in front of the face carrying a symbol of the field. It is the offering of the field hnk-sht (See comment no. 2), fig. (3-b) [10]. 2- He presents this offering to the god Horus-Behdity (k) [11] in a human body with a falcon-head. Horus wears the double-crown of Upper and Lower Egypt sxmty (g) [7] and a short-skirt. He seizes w3s-scepter (g) [7] by his left hand and by his right hand he seizes the `nh-sign α (g) [7]. 3- A goddess is standing behind Horus that is generally depicted in the appearance of Hathor or Isis. She wears a garment and a hair wig with an ear of a cow. This suggests that she is the goddess Hathor mistress of Dendera (l) [12]. She wears her distinguished and famous crown (i.e., the sun-disk) between tow horns of a cow. On her front, there is a standing uraeus (cobra). She holds by her left hand the w3d-scepter (g) [7] and by her right hand she holds the `nh-sign.

Figure (3) Shows a, the second middle part of the stela shows the king offering sht (the field)-symbol to Hor-Behdity and his counterpart Hathor, b, the King Ptolemy VI (Philomator) (170-164 B.C.) offers the fields to khnum and Nebtuu. Sauneron, Esna II, P. 74.

1.2.3. The lower part:
There is a single line that separates this part and the upper part, fig. (4), unfortunately, the last part is empty and unfinished. It was probably prepared to inscribe a hieroglyphic text as explaining for the above scenes and decorations.

Figure (4) Shows the third empty lower part of the stela.

2. Dating by the distinctive artistic characters
From the artistic characters of the scenes and the executive styles of the reliefs concerning the personages, the facial features of the king and the goddess’s; a detailed fat face and body, suggest that the scenes of this stela may be dated back to the Ptolemaic era. In the following pages, we try to give the reader a completed idea about the empty cartouches on which we will depend mainly before giving this stela an accurate date.
2.1. The empty cartouches

The first appearance and occurrence of the empty cartouches (cartouches of Akhenaten, 18th dynasty, New Kingdom). The empty cartouches of Akhenaten that were found on two stone columns from Amarna era are now in the Egyptian Museum; the first stone, fig. (5-a) shows seven empty cartouches and the second shows Akhenaten and Nefertiti under the solar beams of Atun, there are four empty cartouches above them in addition to the sun-disk of Atun, fig. (5-b). Every empty cartouche represents a king’s name and can be read rn instead of mnš and it has the importance of the ruler pr-çf mí[13]. Berlin Museum, also, holds two pillars with small empty cartouches and they are not suitable for any king. They were made small and empty for a certain purpose like personifying Akhenaten as Shu. It is known that the close connection between Shu and the king is one of the most usual connections in Amarna era because the god Shu has played a vital role in Amarna texts. He has appeared in many places equal to the king Akhenaten in the tombs of Tell El-Amarna. Therefore, the king is shown, here, with a four-feathered crown which the king made as a personification of himself with Shu fig. (5-c). The incarnation of Akhenaten as Shu is shown also on a stone in Berlin Museum (Nr. 2045) and on the black beetle in London Museum (Uc 2233). The figures show Akhenaten bearing and raising up two cartouches to Atun, in a situation for Shu at lifting up the sky, who raises the golden name of Horus wts rn n Ṭn “Who raises names of Atun”. This meaning has been copied in arts. So the link between the empty cartouches and Shu was found since the New Kingdom; writing name of Shu on an empty cartouche means "space". In addition, the empty space between sky and earth equals the empty part in the cartouche. The name of Shu was written in the Ptolemaic period with two empty cartouches 𓊭𓊫. Writing for the rulers with two empty cartouches both of them makes an effect on the other. The connection between the king and Shu and the two empty cartouches has a religious background reflecting the ruler’s dominion that represents Shu’s sovereignty on earth[13].

"He gave to him kingship of Re, rule of Shu, inheritance of Osiris, wenenefer makheru, on the throne of Horus among the living[14]."

"King of Upper and Lower Egypt, lord of the two lands, the ruler (Shu) son of Re, lord of crowns, the ruler (Shu), the living representative of Shu, son of Re, who raises (= receives) Maat [of Amun]"[15].

In the second example, the expression hšw n ãnh describes "the incarnation of the god" the king as incarnation of Shu and son of Re. The king leads Maat-offering as a living incarnation of Shu in the first life hšw ãnh n Św. Furthermore, the function of the king equals that of the eldest son of Re Św sī R[16]. These meanings have been repeatedly emphasized in the Egyptian Antiquities. In addition, the royal value which is given by Shu; coronation of the king is held by him and sitting on his throne as his successor. Shu, as a son of Re, takes the same rank of the king as well as the king and the opposite. This gives him importance and position. The close
connection between the incarnation of the king Akhenaten and the god Shu exists in the Egyptian antiquities. The two stones in Berlin Museum show the names of Akhenaten, Nefertiti and Atun with empty cartouches that could be read Šw and may indicate the importance of "the ruler" [13].

Figure (5) Shows a. stela from Amarna Berlin Museum ÄMP 17813, b. stela from Amarna Berlin Museum ÄMP 25574. c. head-dress (crown) of Akhenaten, Cairo Museum, JE 98894.

2.2. The meaning of the empty cartouches

2.2.1. The empty cartouches of Osiris

The empty cartouches of Osiris on the ceiling of the 3rd eastern chamber of the Osirian chapels and on the roof room of Dendera temple represent the first attribute. They exist in the decorations' frieze with various representations of Osiris as a sun-disk or a winged beetle together with representations of Nekhebet and Wadjet. The inscriptions of the frieze ends with a cartouche of Osiris with his private name: wnn-nfr m3' hrw. It was found one time destroyed and was left empty 9 times:

Wsir 'bb ṣps psḏ m ḫrt wr ṣḏyt m nb ḥf nswt-bity Wnn-nfr m3'-hwr
"Osiris, the venerable beetle, who shines in the sky, great of awesomeness as lord of Atef-crown, king of Upper and Lower Egypt, wenennefer makhru, the late [17].

Wsir ḫnty-Inntt ḫty r ṣḏ m ḫt ḫ'.tw m ṣḏ nswt-bity (empty)
"Osiris, who is in the beginning of the west, who flies to the sky in the feast, who takes his place (= throne) in the horizon (= temple), who appears as Re in his solar-bark, king of Upper and Lower Egypt (empty) [18].

Within the same context, another empty cartouche exists on the ceiling of the second eastern chamber of the chapels of Osiris:

ir snfr n nswt-bity (empty) wsir
"Making incense for the king of Upper and Lower Egypt (empty), Osiris" [19].

2.2.2. The small empty cartouches

The scene of the empty cartouches, in the form of ḫ', represents the second attribute, as a hieroglyphic sign. It could be read as a word, unlike large cartouche that is a place for keeping the royal name ( ). We found these scenes in different places as follows:
In the inscription of the upper southern side of the chapel \( hts \ nsw\text{-}bit\ y \ a dt \)

"She forever praises the king of Upper and Lower Egypt, the ruler"(s) [19].

In the decoration frieze of the upper southern side of the chapel, \( pr\text{-}wr \).

\( hws \= \ s3t \ mrry\= \ s3 \ R^c \ a dt \)

"Protect your son, your beloved, son of Re, the ruler, forever"(t) [20].

In the decoration frieze of the roof chapel:

\( Nsw\text{-}bit\ y \= mrry \ Hr\text{-}Hr\ = wrt \ nbt \ twnt \ irt \ R^c \)

"King of Upper and Lower Egypt, the ruler, beloved of Hathor, mistress of Dendara, eye of Re"(l) [20].

In the eastern room of the Osirian chapels on the roof:

\( [i]i\=n \ nsw\text{-}bit\ y \ hr\_k \ wsir \)

"King of Upper and Lower Egypt, the ruler? [came] before you, Osiris"(u) [21].

The small cartouche, as a different meanings in the Ptolemaic hieroglyphic sign, has been used in period, and in distinguished vocabularies.

2.2.3. Readings of the sign \( \text{ún} \)

2.2.3.1. \( rn \) as a name of a god

\( Hr\text{-}wpw \= rn \ hmk \)

"Horus-the-judge is the name of your majesty"(u) [21].

2.2.3.2. \( rn \) in the writing of Horus’s title

\( m33 \= it\_f \= iry \= rn\_f \= ds\_f \= //\// \)

"(Horus). . . , who sees his father, who created his name by himself"(u) [21].

2.2.3.3. \( rn \) as a name of a king

\( smn\_n\_i \= rn\_k \ m \ nswt \)

"I fixed your name as a king"(u) [21]. In a role of goddess Seshat.

2.2.3.4. \( rn \) as a name of a place

\( rn \= nw \= niwt \= \in \)

"The names of this city (=Dendera)"(u) [21].

2.2.3.5. \( mn\=s \)

\( sphr \= rn\_f \= wr \= m\_hnw \ n \= mn\=s \= Hr \= Bh\=dty \= ntr \= \= c3 \= nb \= pt \)

"Your great name is recorded in a cartouche (as) Horus Behedety, the great god, the lord of the sky"(u) [21]. As a title of Ihy

\( \text{nh} \= \text{wd} \= ty \= nb \= mn\=s \)

"Lord of the two eyes, lord of the cartouche"(u) [21].
2.2.3.6. $\hat{S}_W$

N.K., as a name of god Shu means "space?". Since the Ptolemaic period, the name of Shu has been written with two vertical cartouches $\hat{1}\hat{1}$ or $\hat{1}\hat{1}$ [3].

2.2.3.7. $\text{Wnn-nfr as a name of Osiris}$

$\hat{\text{Wsir Wnn-nfr m$^3$-hrw}}$

"Osiris, Wenen-nefer maacheru, the late" [3].

2.2.3.8. $\hat{1}$ as a determinative for $k\beta$ with the meaning of "name"

$\hat{\text{htt.tw rn.sn hr.sn n bi$^3$ r sdd k$^3$.sn hr k$^3$.sn}}$

"Their names were inscribed with metal tools; their ka-names are still remaining in their deeds" [21].

2.2.3.9. $\hat{1}$ as a determinative for $\text{$sn$ with the meaning of "circle":}$

$\hat{\text{sn n pt}}$

"Circle of the sky" [3].

2.2.4. The connection with Shu in the Ptolemaic period

Here, we will try to give dating to this stela by studying the two vertical cartouches in front of the king’s face in the Ptolemaic period. From the beginning of the Ptolemaic era, the name of god Shu could be written with two empty cartouches that were primarily referring to the king. By the end of Ptolemy IV’s reign and the beginning of Ptolemy V’s reign, some important and notable scenes on the door of the western corridor were discovered, leading to the temple zone at Edfu, fig. (6-a), they do not refer to the cartouches and they are completed empty. A scene shows the king offering a $\text{nmst}$-jar to the god Horus, who bears the title: $\hat{\text{hm n $\hat{S}_W$}}$ "majesty of Shu" [21]. The king, in this scene, is referred to as "majesty of Shu" because the rule of the king was not certain or emphasized. This is expressed by leaving an empty space, perhaps with two cartouches. Shu, in this case, equals the king and his representative. This phenomenon appears only in this site from this period, so the connection draws the attention to the two empty cartouches. The link has been established by assembling the god’s name [3]. Additionally, they are connected with the god Osiris and the $\text{pr-c$^3$}$ cartouches which belong to king Ptolemy XII at the temple of Edfu. They show the likeness of "Osiris the king or the ruler" [3] meaning. This phenomenon is also found for well-known rulers where they were applied on the attributes described by the author. For example, the stela of Akhenaten from the 18th dynasty, fig. (6-b), the satrap stela in the Late Period and in the Ptolemaic Period, fig. (6-c) and on the Nobaria stela, fig. (6-d). Furthermore, there were other locations in the temple where the cartouches remained empty in the end of Ptolemy X’s reign in the north-east aisle in the open court of Edfu temple [21]. They, also, contain empty cartouches for a number of the ptolemies reflecting the struggles and political unrest among the members of the Ptolemaic family [22]. Furthermore, there are empty cartouches for Cleopatra VII, her two brothers Ptolemy XIII, Ptolemy IVX and her son Ptolemy XV (Caisarion) at the temple of Dendara [21], fig. (7-a, b).
Figure (6) Shows a scene on the 2nd register, the northern side, doorway of the western corridor which leads to the temple zone at Edfu, b a stela from Tell-Al Amarna (Berlin Museum N. 17813), c stela of Satrap (Cairo Museum CG 22182), d stela of Nobaria (Cairo Museum CG 22188).

Figure (7) Shows a scene of Kaisaron (Ptolemy XV) on the western wall, 3rd room (west), roof chapels, temple of Dendara, b details from the same scene

3. Discussion
3.1. Comments on decorations and scenes of the stela
3.1.1. The winged sun-disk decoration

apy “the winged disk” [23] equals ḫḥ. ḫḥ ḫḫ “The winged beetle or falcon” [23]. apy is the sun disk, endowed with wings to enable it to fly, is derived from the verb apy “to fly”. It is derived from the earlier ṣpī (pyr.) “to go” [23]. When used for falcons, it is given a determinative wing to represent the idea of flying. Because there are a large number of texts in praise of Horus as a falcon and as apy the noun occurs often at Edfu. The verb “to fly” may sometimes be masked by the writings ḫḥ, ḫḥ ḫḥ [23]. It is a Heliopolitan concept. Additionally, the image of the winged disk was depicted from the 6th Dynasty (Old Kingdom). Sinai's inscription of Pepi I (Wadi Magharah) shows the name of the king while he punishes and subjects the great of the Bedwins and it is already called Behdety. The equation of the winged disk with Behdety cannot be dated firmly but this concept is central to the Edfu dogma. The winged disk represents the sun uniting the two lands; its two wings protecting Upper and Lower Egypt; and the two uraei looking north, south and in the middle on Heliopolis. When the sun disk and the falcon Horus are united, the disk represents the king and the power of kingship. Hence, the myth of Horus provides a mythological explanation of uniting Behdety and the sun disk when the foes of Re Harakhty appears, Behdety flies (apy) to heaven as ḫḥ. The beetle, as the rising sun, represents ḫḥ. This caused confusion with the ḫḥ “winged beetle. The ḫḥ ḫḥ is a common decorative element on the doors. Additionally, it is used as a constant reminder of the presence of the sun god and the power of kingship [24]. The winged sun disk ḫḥ ḫḥ is related to Edfu. It has been inscribed in a long hieroglyphic text on the walls of
Edfu temple as one of the most important myths of the temple. Its texts occupy the surfaces of the inner parts of the eastern and western walls surrounding the temple[25]. It was narrated that the god Re-Hor-Akhty had resided in Edfu Nome and the god Horus the Behdetian was accompanying him in his boat to attack the enemies. Because Horus helped him to win, the god Re-Hor-Akhty ordered to inscribe and carve his icon on the entrances of the temples where he commanded the god Djhwty, saying: "you'll make this winged disk everywhere I rest, and in everyplace of the gods of Upper Egypt and those of Lower Egypt". Henceforth, the symbol decorating all the doors and portals in the temples has begun, emerged, spread and continued; it is the winged sun-disk [25]. This symbol ornaments the upper lintel or ceiling of rooms and halls. It appears on the inner parts of the temples' entrances. Hence, this legend provides us with an interpretation of the appearance of Horus the Behdetian in the form of the winged sun disk on the front parts of the temples. In spite of registering the myth of the winged sun disk in the Greco-Roman period, many researchers discovered a recording of past accidents in the ancient Egyptian history there. They, even, vary in defining these events and their dates[26]. Some researchers think that the myth describes the destruction caused by Horus the Behdetian against his father the sun-god’s enemies. Furthermore, with a strong influence similar to the myth of Osiris-Horus, Horus the Behdetian has been equaled with Horus son of Osiris and Isis. It was supposed that the struggle was against his personal enemy the god Set in order to revenge for murdering his father Osiris to have and gain his legal right in inheritance of ruling Upper and Lower Egypt. He, also, became the innocent victorious before the convention of the gods[27]. The word "py "winged sun-disk" could be written in various forms:

This represents the king himself where the hieroglyphic sign is used in writing the king’s title: Nswt-bity "King of Upper and Lower Egypt". It could be written in other forms:

This has occurred since the 19th dynasty (New Kingdom)[6].

3.2. The offering of the field (hmk-sht)

sht, field, marsh, marchland, country;
shty peasant, fowler[7]. The sign [28]. The sign sht shows reeds growing side by side with shoots between them and originally referred to marshland or reed thickets where birds and fish were caught. The extent of this "marshland" and its use, however, varies in Egypt because when the inundation receded the whole the country a huge marsh area would be left behind. Consequently, the term sht could apply to all of this land and the land which was flooded to produce plant crops. During the year, the sht proper would be in the form of marshes by the river and there would be more extensive marshes all year round in the delta. The ritual of offering sht (hmk-sht, wdi-sht, init-sht) has a symbolic meaning. At the Heb-sed, the rite allows the king to take possession of the four corners of the world. Thus sht is all land flooded In addition, all the land is worth having because of its productive capacity meat as well as vegetables and corn. The offerings in the temple represent giving all the productive areas of Egypt to the god and everything which depends on that land. As a result, donation stele of the late period often depicts this offering. Furthermore, donation texts in Edfu begin and end with a hmk sht rite. In return, the king is given the land producing...
crops to fill the granaries; all provisions and parts of Egypt are under his control. This ensures that the god who owns all the productive lands benefits the king in kind. Hence, the king control lands and is able to widen their boundaries so that more is provided for the god; he rules the land. When crops are harvested, store houses are filled. Therefore, the sht offering encapsulates the role of the king in his relationship with the gods. It also represents the successful agricultural cycle from flood to bumper harvest. On presenting the offering, the king wears the double crown showing his rule of Upper and Lower Egypt. This offering is depicted as sht rising upon the hands of the king. It, also, represents the productive nature of the god and the donations of land offered to him\textsuperscript{[29]}\textsuperscript{[30]}. It is a general term for productive lands in the Nile valley\textsuperscript{[30]}\textsuperscript{[31]}. In the temple of Dendera, the king says to Hathor: di.i n.k sht hr ms.i n.k k\textit{\textalpha}w "I give to you field and I offer to you offerings"\textsuperscript{[31]}\textsuperscript{[31]}. The offerings of sht open and close the text of donations. In the late period, this rite was held and performed during the festival of sed \textit{\textalpha}b-\textit{\textalpha}d. It symbolizes enduring king's possession of the four regions of the universe (i.e., four cardinal points). sht, almost used in an emblematic way; as a symbol of "that which is produced by the fields". Linguistically, sekht is used for marsh land, fields and countryside. Derivationally, it is \textit{shty} "peasant", but as an iconographic it is usually interc-hangeable with the \textit{htp} or \textit{\textalpha}\textit{\textmu} offering sight and its connotations. Because of the crops they provide, fields, themselves, could be used as a symbol of offerings. Thus, sht is sometimes personified as a goddess bearing offerings in the temple of Amenhotep III at waddi ul-sebu’a, where she appears accompanying male fecundity figures. She is depicted carrying and offering a mat laden with ducks, goslings, eggs, and tilapia. She wears the \textit{sht} sign upon her head, and is named in the accompanying inscription which states that she brings \textit{hw df\textbeta w} "food and provisions" for the god. In addition, sht was used in other symbolic ways. A stela of the early Greco-Roman period shows the Ptolemy ruler, son of lagos, presenting the "field" sign to the god Harendotes'\textsuperscript{5} Hours, protector of his father". The motif of offering is based on earlier examples. Furthermore, the classical inscription before the king directly links the giving the fields' offerings to his hope of receiving the gift of life. In Metropolitan museum of art, a stela of the noble Maat from the 11\textsuperscript{th} dynasty, offering shows the deceased person in front of an offering table with various offerings, e.g. a foreleg and ribs of beef, a duck and various other goods heaped above the conical half-loaf of bread. Although the half-loaves are quite clearly reeds-which approximate the shape of the required offering, they suggest a much fuller range of "Offerings of the field". The concept of the field was, also, expressed in various afterlife beliefs. For example, in the book of \textit{imy-dw\textalpha t} "i.e., that which is in the underworld", the sun god "Re" is said to distribute "fields of offerings" to the underworld's inhabitants on his nightly journey. In chapter (145) of the book of the Dead, the domain of Osiris is called the "field of Reeds" or \textit{\textbeta}rw. According to the Osirian doctrine, the deceased was believed to work and live in these fields; planting and harvesting the bountiful crops of the field "field of the west", as they were also called was common Vignettes of chapter 109 of the same book, also, express the hope of an abundant afterlife. In the book of Gates, the divisions of the underworld are sometimes called "fields" and they were illustrated on the walls of many tombs of the kings of N.K. However, sht sign is rarely used in the composition of the vignettes or the tomb paintings that tend to be more naturalistic in the portrayal of these concepts\textsuperscript{[32]}\textsuperscript{[32]}. The offering of the field is one of the familiar offerings in the ancient Egyptian temples along
the ancient Egyptian civilization and in the registers of the Greco-Roman temples \(^{(cc)}\) [29]; it is connected with the annual inundation. It is one of the greatest symbols of innate fertility that means "the abundance" by which it takes out from the goods of fields and enriches the two lands. Consequently, stores are full of different crops of which the largest portion goes to the gods in the form of offerings and dedications \(^{(eg)}\) [33]. It is frequently reported, in the texts of the Pyramid, that the flood is a reason of happiness, not only for people but also for gods because their offerings depend on the flood gives from the fields Products \(^{(hb)}\) [34]. In addition, some plants such as Nilotic plants are a source of renewing life; flowers do not grow until the flood come, so they are connected with renewing life. In conclusion, we could say that the offering of the field represents completenes of the Egyptian products. The king, in this offering, bears titles or epithets connected with inundation god \(H^\text{r}pl\) and with the flood which irrigates the fields. Hence, he is the son of Nun and the one who was born from \(H^\text{r}pl\). Also, he is the lord of fields and the one who has control over them. Consequently, he is deeply related to these gods because they supply the fields with water. Because of these gods products become ideal with excellent attributes; they are pure and free from blights. The offering of the field gives a special impression that are controlled by gods and the king who offers them; even learning agriculture and using fertilizers is attributed to the god Osiris. So, fertility of the land and growing plants is a divine gift from gods to the human beings on earth. This is clearly mentioned in the texts that always emphasize that the gods to whom this offering (\(sht\)-field) is presented. The gods provide such things and appoint the king, as their successor, to rule. Here, the king expresses his gratitude towards the gods by offering them gratuities. By the way, the offering represents the control of gods - offered to them the offering- over all the products of the agricultural lands and alternatively over all life types on earth.

4. Conclusion

Studying a stela from Qeft led to some scientific remarks which could be concluded as follows: 1- This stela perhaps originally was discovered in Dendera. Then it was stored in a big storehouse (TT33) in the west bank of Thebes. It is now in the main storehouse of Qeft. 2- This stela was created and devoted to the goddess Hathor lady of Dendera, and the god Horus the Behdetite lord of Edfu. This might be in celebration of their annual sacred marriage. 3- Dating of this stela is really a big problem because it has no texts, inscribed cartouches or frank names with a clear evidence to help in giving an accurate date. 4- After carrying out a detailed study of its components; religious symbols, human figures, empty cartouches, decorative elements and the kingly offering to Hathor, two directions are proposed in determining its date. 5- Its distinctive artistic styles suggest that it belongs to the Ptolemaic era. 6- Comparing the parallel texts of the empty cartouches and scenes of field-offering (link-\(sht\)) in Edfu with those in other places helps in identifying the Ptolemy king who is depicted as offering to Hathor in the stela. It may be at the end of reign of Ptolemy IV (philopator) (522-205 A.D.) and at the beginning of reign of Ptolemy V (Epiphanes) (203-180 A.D.), Ptolemy VI (philometor) (180-145 A.D.); (parallel scene, figures 6, 7), Ptolemy IX (Soter II-Lothoros) (116-81 A.D.) or Ptolemy XII (Neos Dionysos- Auletes) (80-51 A.D.). However, no confirmatory evidence is provided. Finally, According to the parallel scenes of the field-offering in Dendera and Edfu temples, we may suggest that this stela maybe dated back to the reign of the king Ptolemy IX (Soter II)?.
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